GEOGRAPHY t GLOBAL CITIES u METHOD 1

GUIDELINE - LONDON’S PROSPERITY:
IMPRESSIVE BUT UNEQUAL

London's wealth is highly visible. Skyscrapers are vast monuments
to finance in the City and Docklands business districts. Luxury
STAGE 1: PRESENTING THE DOCUMENTS
houses are not just homes but also top investment attracted by
Similarities: Both documents deal with …(topic)… , so on a … scale in a …(type)… country.
prestigious renewal projects. And with wealth comes power. London
Differences:
is a global city: its domination both in the UK and in the rest of the
The 1st document is …(type)… about …(topic)… by …(author)… and published in …(source)… on/in …(date)… .
world is unquestionable. New York rivals it as an economic and tech
The 2nd document is …(type)… about …(topic)… by …(author)… and published in …(source)… on/in …(date)… .
hub but New York isn't at the same time the seat of US political
Announce structure: In a 1st part I’ll focus on … & in a 2nd part I’ll analyse … .
power.
Not all Londoners are enjoying this prosperity. Two of the city's
STAGE 2: ANALYSING THE DOCUMENTS.
boroughs are among England's most deprived. A 2013 report by the
Find the link between the text and the 2nd document. Read the text, then look at the other document and find
Policy Institute found that 28% of Londoners were in poverty, seven
the paragraph, the sentence of the text it is linked to. They will be in the same part.
points higher than the rest of England. And many poor households
have already moved out of the city centre to find affordable housing.
DESCRIBE THE DOCUMENTS
INTERPRET THE DOCUMENTS
“London-centric”, Jon Kelly, BBC News, 30 September 2015.
(What you see - Docs)
(What you know -notions)
House prices (%) compared to UK average (0.0).
STRUCTURE 1. Firstly, …(title sentence)… with …(doc(s) & §)…
Source: London Mayor, Travel in London, 2017.

Doc.1 §1 explains …(rephrase the main ideas)… .
Doc.2 …(link it with doc.1)…. It shows …(describe each part)….
STRUCTURE

Indeed, …(give a notion and define it)…
It means …(give another notion and define it)…

2. Secondly, …(title sentence)… with …(doc(s) & §)…

Doc.1 §2 explains …(rephrase the main ideas)… .
Doc.2 …(link it with doc.1)…. It shows …(describe each part)….

In fact, …(give a different notion and define it)…
It refers to …(give another one and define it)…

STAGE 3: CONCLUDING
Assess docs: To conclude, these documents are …(reliable/unreliable)… as …(justification)…, and both are
…(biased/unbiased)… as …(justification)… .
Sum-up ideas: These docs show that … .
Open (bonus) We may wonder if … .

